
※This kit is intended for GROM / MSX125 which has been equipped our air filter kit or big throttle body kit (with air filter kit).
※Take out the oil from the boss that is provided at our bore up cylinder.(S-Stage or Superhead 4V + R cylinder only)
The mounting of this product is limited to the vehicle that has been equipped the S-Stage 181cc or Super Head 4V + R 181cc kit.
Genuine cylinderhead and our e-Stage does not apply to this kit.

■Compact cool kit（For our air filter kit equipped vehicle /Slim line hose）
GROM/MSX125

This kit is intended for GROM / MSX125 which has been equipped our air filter kit or big throttle body kit (with air filter kit).
Install the oil cooler body to the shroud stay contained in our air filter kit.
Cooler body fits within the shroud.（Upon mounting, processing of the shroud is not required)
Adopted a compact cool with excellent cooling effect.
It is possible to inhibit the oil temperature rise due to the large displacement of the engine.
Compact cool kit can be choosen from two kinds of 3 fin 4 oil line or 4 fin 5 oil line.
Oil cooler plate and guard are standard equipment. For oil amount, please add the following qty.3 fin: 40cc / 4 fin: 60cc
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Kit with shroud stay
（03-05-0127/03-05-0128）

Kit with shroud stay（03-01-0004）
It is intended for our cylinder 
equipped with oil outlet boss.

■Air filter kit 03-01-0004
■Big throttle body kit（With Air filter kit）For genuine cylinderhead 03-05-0128
■Big throttle body kit（With Air filter kit）For Superhead 4V + R 03-05-0127

Compact cool kit（For our air filter kit equipped vehicle /Slim line hose）

GROM（JC61-1000001〜）/MSX125（MLHJC618_D5000001〜）

※Limited to the vehicle equipped with our shroud stay that has been 

equipped the S-Stage 181 cc or Super Head 4V + R 181 cc kit.

3 fin 4 oil line

4 fin 5 oil line
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